THE BRAND FOR HAPPINESS IN LIFE.

At LMC, we don’t just build motorhomes – we make vacation dreams come true. Made with true German engineering: 100% Made in Germany. With passion and great attention to detail. For the happiest moments of the year.

- Motorhomes in all price ranges
- Model series for starters, couples and families
- 14 layouts to choose from
- Lots of smart solutions
- Designed to last long and maintain value
- The highest quality couples with tradition

MY LMC – for the most beautiful sides of life
ELEMENT
FOR NEWCOMERS
Discover vacation with a motorhome for the family
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COMFORT TI
THE SEMI-INTEGRATED MODEL:
FOR MOTORHOME DRIVERS
Where comfort drives with you
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COMFORT I
THE FULLY-INTEGRATED MODEL:
OUR PREMIUM CLASS
The highest demands on design, comfort and technology
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QUALITY, that you can rely on

LMC stands for Made in Germany quality since 1955. We build your mobile home with know-how, passion, and the highest precision - so that you only enjoy the wonderful moments on vacation with your LMC.

Bodo Diller, LMC Brand Manager

WHAT IMPRESSES YOU ABOUT LMC?

At LMC, we all carry the responsibility for this traditional brand. Our entire team is proud of being a part of this company, and every day everyone ensures that our brand values of trust, safety, and feeling at home are reflected in our motorhomes. You can see it in the high quality and reliability, lots of smart details and a love for outfitting, which gives our customers an all around feeling of well-being.
At LMC, we ensure sophisticated technology right into the smallest detail, for the highest level of safety and functional solutions, both in the interior and exterior. From the underbody and the lightweight design, to the structure of the roof – every component in an LMC is designed to last long and maintain value – so that your investment in an LMC is a secure one.

Ulrich Schoppmann, LMC General Manager

WHAT DO YOU PLACE PARTICULAR VALUE ON AT LMC?

Our vehicles are strictly made to last long. For over 64 years, quality has been our top priority, so that our customers can rely on their LMC at all times – we guarantee it.
You should always feel truly comfortable in your LMC. That’s why we create design and function oriented interiors together with our specialists, with materials and surfaces that are both beautiful and practical. With stowage spaces that offer a lot of space to keep things organised, and details that you will simply love – your LMC: your mobile home in the world.

Andreas Michels,
LMC Product Manager Motor Caravan

WHAT DO YOU PAY ATTENTION TO WHEN IT COMES TO THE INTERIOR?

The motorhome is a second home for our customers. That’s why we place special value on the details that make vacation in the LMC even more comfortable. We work closely on product development in a design team for this purpose. Because the interior should be particularly beautiful and as well as practical.
FOR NEWCOMERS

Our dynamic starter-model Element is the perfect fit when you want to discover the freedom of motorhome vacationing for your family. With up to four sleeping spots in single or queen beds, a compact and well-thought-out layout, plus a standing height of 2.12 m, this model fulfills any wishes you could have. For extra space, we offer an optional lifting bed in the Element for all layouts.
Welcome to your mobile home. With its modern design and interior shiny metal accents, Element invites the whole family to enjoy vacation – from the moment they step into it. Take a seat in the spacious opposite facing seating area in the T 758, and relax under the harmonious, indirect lighting (optional). It’s the ultimate vacation experience.
1. More space to move in the living area, thanks to the foldable table panel
2. The optional, electrically adjustable lift bed is easy to operate
3. Charge electric devices easily with many USB-sockets
4. Quickly extend the reclining area to three people, with the single bed pullouts
5. Stowage areas that can be reached from both the inside and outside through the drawer of the newly designed TV-furniture in the entrance area
6. The entire depth is utilised thanks to the optional pullout in the kitchen cabinet

THE INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

- Enjoy time together in the opposite facing seating area
- The fridge offers lots of space for fresh foods with a volume of 142 or 145 litres
- Sleep comfort – even for very tall people – in the extra long single beds with a length of up to 2 meters
- Uplights and reading spot lights for the right lighting, for reading or relaxing
- The spacious shower solutions with an XXL-format allow for comfortable freedom of movement
**ELEMENT**
For newcomers

---

**UPHOLSTERY**

---

**OUTFITTING**

---

**THE EXTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS**

1. FG rooftop and base provide protection against stone impact and weather, such as hail
2. Automotive tail light with dynamic indicator
3. Extended outside mirror for a perfect overview
4. Optional large window in the T-hatch for more daylight
5. Spacious rear garage door for easy stowing
6. Low coupe entry

---

**LAYOUTS**

**T 608**
- Total length mm: 6,980
- Total width mm: 2,320
- Sleeping spots: 2 (4)

**T 668 G**
- Total length mm: 6,980
- Total width mm: 2,320
- Sleeping spots: 2 (4)

**T 748**
- Total length mm: 7,410
- Total width mm: 2,320
- Sleeping spots: 2 (4)

**T 758 G**
- Total length mm: 7,410
- Total width mm: 2,320
- Sleeping spots: 2 (4)

---

**OUR TIP**
With our Ambience Package, we offer you personalised lighting options for your comfort.
THE SEMI-INTEGRATED MODEL: FOR MOTORHOME DRIVERS

The advantage of the Comfort TI is its name: Comfort, because that is a top priority here. With five different layouts, this model offers everything that the motorhome vacationer’s heart desires. There are a lot of standard features in the comfortable outfitting, and the high quality design plus LMC-quality make it perfect. Discover Comfort TI. Uniquely comfortable.
The Comfort Ti welcomes you with its elegant amenities. The design is characterised by tasteful wood finish, polished chrome and cream-coloured application with Grano furniture decor, that is bathed in daylight thanks to the skylight. The driver and passenger seats can be integrated into the comfortable seating group with style.
THE INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

- The space-saving, practical LMC washroom solutions create more living space and a comfortable room feeling.
- According to your individual needs – being cozy together just the two of you, or enjoying social entertainment with up to five people in the spacious L-seat group.
- Lots of space and fun to prepare food on the big work area thanks to the small fridge in the kitchen.
- The standard installed smoke alarm guarantees a feeling of safety while on vacation.
- Walking barefoot feels pleasant thanks to the in-floor heating in the stepless functional double floor.

1. Electrical devices can be charged conveniently at any time with the versatile USB-sockets.
2. Lots of space for privacy thanks to the convenient washroom solutions.
3. Separate or together – variable sleeping options with the separate bed connection of single beds.
4. Smart placement system in the bathroom provides space for all essential items.
5. The 70 cm wide XXL cabin door allows for easy entry and exit of the motorhome.
COMFORT TI
The semi-integrated model: for motor-home drivers

THE EXTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS
1. Rear-view camera for easy parking
2. All-round protection thanks to FG floor, front, roof and rear
3. Skyroof for more daylight in living area
4. Central locking of driver and passenger side for safe travel
5. XXL cabin door with fly screen
6. Automatic extendible step for comfortable entry

COMFORT TI

UPHOLSTERY

OUTFITTING

Would you like to integrate more sleeping spots into your Comfort TI? It's easy with a lift bed, which we offer you as an option for all available layouts.
COMFORT I: enjoy comfort to the fullest

THE FULLY-INTEGRATED: OUR PREMIUM CLASS

Traditional craftsmanship and elegant interior are masterfully executed in the Comfort I. It is our premium class when it comes to design, comfort, and technology. The drivers cab and living area unite seamlessly into your vacation home with a panorama view. The lift bed offers you two extra sleeping spots, and is just one of the examples of the exemplary functionality of Comfort I, which impresses with five different layouts.
Comfort I impresses with its comfortable furnishings and many functional solutions that make daily life more convenient: like the pilot seat with armrest for driver and co-pilot, the practically equipped kitchen with large refrigerator, or the extra stowage space in the rear garage.
THE INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

■ An exciting room feeling thanks to the stepless flooring in the entire vehicle, and thereby the seamless integration of the drivers cabin into the overall architecture

■ The large panorama pane provides a unique all-round view directly from the interior

■ High-performance gas heating and the functional double flooring with in-floor heating guarantees comfortable temperatures all year round

■ Absolute cooking enjoyment: work comfortably and conveniently in the kitchen with an extraction hood (optional), electrical stroke spark ignition, and drawer guide with soft-close

1. Additional travel items are stowed away in the two floor storage compartments in the entry and kitchen area

2. Perfectly divided usability of the separate toilet and shower (1735 G)

3. Practical combination of single beds into a large reclining area thanks to the bed connector

4. Easily expandable, large, comfortable sleeping option with the lift bed in the front area

SMART SOLUTIONS

COMFORT I

I 695 G

I 735 G

I 735 GI 735 G I 735 G

I 735 GI 735 G

I 735 G

I 735 G

I 735 G

I 735 G

I 735 G
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I 735 GI 735 G
**COMFORT I**
The fully-integrated: our premium class

---

### LAYOUTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Total Length mm</th>
<th>Total Width mm</th>
<th>Sleeping spots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I 675 G</td>
<td>6,990</td>
<td>2,320</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I 695</td>
<td>6,990</td>
<td>2,320</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I 735 G</td>
<td>7,520</td>
<td>2,320</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I 745</td>
<td>7,520</td>
<td>2,320</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I 755</td>
<td>7,520</td>
<td>2,320</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**THE EXTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS**

1. Service unit to access all supply access point in one place
2. Rear view camera for parking assistance
3. Electrical window regulator in the convenient driver side door
4. Central locking system of the XXL cabin door guarantees safe travel
5. Automotive front fairing with dynamic design

---

**UPHOLSTERY**

---

**OUTFITTING**

---

**OUR TIP**

Do you only need two sleeping spots and want more stowage space instead? Then the model without the lift bed is just right for you.
At LMC, we work exclusively together with partners who meet our very high quality and safety standards, so that you only get the best when it comes to chassis technology. That’s why all LMC models are built on a reliable, safe chassis.

To improve driving comfort and vehicle handling, we use a low-frame chassis with wide gauge rear axles, which also results in a generous standing height in the new layouts.

SMART SOLUTIONS

■ The newest generation chassis and motors
■ Improved acceleration thanks to high torque with a low speed range
■ Reduced fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions
■ 6d-TEMP with AdBlue-Technology
■ Different motor variants in combination with state-of-the-art manual or automatic transmissions*
■ Extensive security systems

LMC iBUSCONNECT - and your motorhome is smartly under your control

Innovation meets intelligent solutions and practical handling with LMC iBusCONNECT in the Comfort models. Whether you want to check the level of the starter battery or the fresh water tank from the couch before heading out on the trip, or want to be sure that the lights are turned off while on the beach – with the innovative LMC remote controlling you have total control of your motorhome, even when you are on-the-go. Never again too warm, too cold, or empty – these are things of the past, thanks to LMC iBUSCONNECT. Instead, you can expect the perfect interior temperature and the secure feeling of sophisticated functionality at all times.

iBUSCONNECT is available in the Element model as an optional extra for controlling heating and air conditioning.

ENJOY THE ADVANTAGES OF A DIGITAL SECURITY AND CONTROL NETWORK – EXCLUSIVELY FROM LMC:

■ Set your desired temperature and perfect interior temperature to enjoy when you get home
■ Save unnecessary trips to check fill levels and switches
■ Automatic fresh and waste water levels, conveniently at a glance
■ Feel certain and simply switch the 12-volt power supply off while the fridge continues to run independently.
■ Technology that thinks ahead, for instance switching from an empty to a full gas bottle.
■ Easily check the voltage of the starter battery and also conveniently read the current electricity balance and remaining capacity of the living room battery.
■ Full technology control for on-the-go
■ Functions that are intuitive to operate
■ Reliable function per Bluetooth or text message
■ Comprehensive and easy to understand operating panel
■ Highest technical safety standards
■ Available for all current Android and iOS systems

* At the time of printing, it is possible that individual engine and transmission combinations subject to the pending WLTP homologation have not yet been approved.
For a long vehicle life and outstanding value retention, we at LMC have developed Long Life Technology, which will provide you with one thing above all else: a long life for your motorhome and caravan. Our unique quality promise: 12-year assembly-tightness warranty*.

In the motorhome and caravan sector, LMC stands for sophisticated technology and functional solutions. One reason for this is that we give our vehicles a distinctive „extra“ before sending them on their way – protection and safety. We saved in other areas – namely in the weight. In summary, this innovative technology is known by the name LLT* - the innovative LongLifeTechnology from LMC.

First and foremost, LLT means extra freedom and safety for you. No matter what the weather or the ground is like, like a protective cocoon LLT creates a barrier against external influences that could affect your vehicle. LLT even effectively defies cold and heat. How does it work? With innovative materials and sophisticated assembly technology that is unique in the sector to this day. With LLT, we have made our motorhomes and caravans even more stable in value and safer than ever.

We offer LLT in all LMC vehicles, either in the full-version or as LLT in the base, for newcomers in Element or Sassino.

* LMC provides a 2-year assembly-tightness warranty on all motorhomes and caravans, thanks to LLT – Long Life Technology. On motorhomes, the warranty is only valid up to a maximum total mileage of 120,000km. An annual, fee-based inspection by an LMC contract partner is required.
Depicted decorations are not part of the scope of delivery.
All changes, especially to prices, technical data, fixtures and furnishings, as well those regarding creative aspects, remain reserved. Information about scope of delivery, appearance and services, correspond to the information available at the time of printing. Structural and/or colour deviations can be due to print or lighting, or due to the nature of the used material, and therefore also remain reserved.

Deviations of +/- 5% are possible in measurement and weight data due to varying material properties. Weight information complies with requirements of EU-guideline 661/2009 and VO (EU) 1230/2012.

LMC provides a 12-year assembly-tightness warranty on all motorhomes, thanks to LLT – Long Life Technology. On motor homes, the warranty is only valid up to a maximum total mileage of 120,000 km. An annual, fee-based inspection by an LMC contract partner is required.

Please see our current price list and/or ask our specialised personal for additional technical data and details.
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